
Radiola III 

The connection of these batteries may best be understood by 
reference to the diagram in Fig. 2. Near the center are shown two 
'If, 6 dry cells marked "A Battery". These are to be connected in 
parallel, that is, the outside terminals are to be connected together 
by one piece of wire and the center terminals by another piece of 
wire. Under no condition must these two wires touch each other 
or the cells will be ruined in a few minutes. The Radiola III is 
provided with a five conductor cable, the lower end of which is 
shown at the top of figure 2. Each of the conductors has a braid 
of distinctive color which designates the purpose of that particular 
conductor. The one with the green field and yellow tracer which 
carries a small tag marked "-A +C" is to be connected to the 
negative side (outside terminals) of the "A" battery. It may be 
connected to either terminal or to the wire which connects them. 
The conductor having a yellow field with red and blue tracers is to 
be connected to the positive side (center terminals) of the "A" 
battery. It may be connected to either terminal or to the wire 
which connects them. Be sure to make all connections tightly 
and securely. 

Before proceeding further unpack the two WD-ll Radiotrons 
from their cartons. Turn the knob marked "Battery Setting" 
near the left rear corner of the panel as far to the left as possible 
until the pointer rests on "OFF". Then insert the WD-ll 
Radiotrons in their sockets which are located just below the oval 
hole in the panel. The pins on the bases of the Radiotrons fit into 
sliding contacts which are located in holes in the socket panel. 
The sockets are so arranged that the large pin will be toward the 
front of the set. The socket panel is flexibly supported on rubber 
but is equipped with stops which prevent motion too far vertically 
in either direction. Be sure to push the Radiotrons down into the 
sockets as far as they will go, that is, until the molded base of the 
Radiotron rests upon the socket panel. Then turn the "Battery 
Setting" knob to the right until the pointer comes between the 
two "Ts" of the word battery. Look directly down into the Radio
trons to see that the filaments of both are glowing at a dull red 
heat. If either one fails to glow see that it is firmly in its socket 
and if the trouble still exists, interchange the Radiotrons. Both 
must glow or the set will not operate. If one cannot be made to 
glow it indicates that the filament has been broken and it must 
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be replaced by a new one. Having determined that both filaments 
glow turn the "Battery Setting" knob back to "OFF". 

Then proceed with the "B" battery shown to the right in 
Fig. 2. This consists of two 22Y2 volt blocks which are desig
nated "B Battery". Using a short piece of wire connect one end 
to a center terminal (positive) of the "A" battery and connect the 
other end to the negative terminal of one of the "B" batteries. 
Using another short piece of wire connect one end to the positive 
terminal of the same "B" battery and connect the other end to the 
negative side of the second "B" battery. Now find the cable con
ductor which has a maroon braid and a tag marked "+ 20 B". 
Connect this to the positive terminal of the first "B" battery. 
Also find the conductor with the red braid and a tag marked 
"+40 B". Connect this to the positive terminal of the second 
"B" battery. 

The "C" battery is shown at the extreme left and consists 
of a single dry cell similar to one of the units of the "A" battery. 
Using a short piece of wire, connect one of the outside terminals of 
the "A" battery to the center terminal of the "C" battery. Then 
find the cable conductor which has a black field with a green tracer 
and connect it to the outside terminal of the "C" battery. 

The ground wire should be connected to the negative terminal 
of the first "B" battery or to either positive (center) terminal of 
the "A" battery, whichever is most convenient. This wire should 
run as directly as possible to the ground clamp. 

The antenna lead from the lightning arrester or switch should 
be a piece of flexible wire long enough to reach anyone of the 
antenna posts at the right side of the set. 

Great care should be taken to keep all connections tight, as 
failure to do so may result in objectionable noises or render the set 
inoperative. 

OPERATION 
Controls 

Battery Setting-The control so marked serves to turn on and 
regulate the current to the filaments of the Radiotrons. When the 
set is not in use the pointer of this control should always be turned 
as far to the left as possible, so that it points to "OFF". When it is 
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desired to operate the set, turn the "Battery Switch" knob to the 
right until the filaments glow at a dull red color. 

Station Selector-The control so marked serves to adjust the 
tuning circuit so that the set will respond to the desired wave
length. 

Amplification-The control so marked adjusts the regeneration 
and thus regulates the sensitivity and selectivity of the set. 

Antenna Binding Posts-There are two types of circuit avail
able. One is a straight single tuning circuit noted for its sensi
tivity and ease of operation. The other is a type of coupled circuit 
affording more selectivity. Either may be had at will by con
necting the antenna to the proper binding post and putting the 
link in the proper position. Fig. 3 shows the suggested combina
tions which have the following properties. 

No. I-Antenna on 4, link open. This is a single circuit con
nection which on an average antenna will cover the approximate 
wavelength range of 200 to 360 meters corresponding to a frequency 
range of 1500 to 830 kilocycles. 

No.2-Antenna on 3, link open. This is a single circuit con
nection which on an average antenna will cover the approximate 
wavelength range of 250 to 480 meters corresponding to a frequency 
range of 1200 to 625 kilocycles. 

No.3-Antenna on 2 and 3, link open. This is a single circuit 
connection which on an average antenna will cover the approximate 
wavelength range of 315 to 560 meters corresponding to a frequency 
range of 950 to 535 kilocycles. 

No.4-Antenna on 2 and 3, link on 4. This is a closed single 
circuit which on a very small antenna, such as an indoor one, will 
cover the approximate wavelength range of 290 to 575 meters 
corresponding to a frequency range of 1070 to 520 kilocycles. 

No.5-Antenna on 1, link on 4. This is a selective single 
circuit connection which on an average antenna will cover the 
approximate wavelength range of 195 to 375 meters corresponding 
to a frequency range of 1540 to 800 kilocycles. 

No.6-Antenna on 1, link on 3. This is a selective single 
circuit connection which on an average antenna will cover the 
approximate wavelength range of 310 to 640 meters corresponding 
to a frequency range of 970 to 470 kilocycles. 
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